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Everyone needs access to knowledge!





½ Billion
Wikipedia readers/month



nearly 300
Wikipedia language editions



nearly 300
Wikipedia language editions

79
Wikipedia language editions with an 

article about the Zika virus



English Wikipedia



Spanish Wikipedia



Russian Wikipedia



Farsi Wikipedia



Japanese Wikipedia





Knowledge base



Community





Current state of 
Wikidata

24 Million items

2700 properties

120 Million statements



Current state of 
Wikidata

16000 editors

3rd most active Wikimedia project 

(after English Wikipedia and Commons)

1.5 Million SPARQL queries/day



What makes Wikidata special?



Community
People before data!



We are not trying to determine the truth
but record what sources say







We are not restricting the world
but acknowledge that the world is weird and complex







=> multilingual and multicultural project 
that acknowledges knowledge diversity



Difference to DBpedia?



Extraction from vs. injection of data into 
Wikipedia



Direct vs. indirect human curation of the 
data



Different vs. same data set for different 
languages



Release vs immediate availability



DBpedia & 
Wikidata

DBpedia and Wikidata have 

complementary strengths!

Wikidata: data collection, curation 

and maintenance -> up-to-date and 

with a community

DBpedia: skills and knowledge to do 

analysis of data and ontology, 

annotation, extraction and more



Lessons learned so far



The world is really 
really complicated

And Wikipedians are world 

champions in showing you where 

and how

There is no single truth. Deal with 

knowledge diversity!

The world is screwed up. Don’t try to 

force it into neat little boxes!



It is possible to build tools to deal with a 
really really complicated world

And we should build more of them!



Data must be 
used and 

maintained

When people hear knowledge base 

they think place to dump data. No!

Data maintenance is a huge 

undertaking.

It needs good (but not complex!) 

tools.



Even with 
hard-to-use and 

basic tools people 
can build amazing 

things

Build flexible and open tools.

Being able to tinker is crucial.

Let people help themselves.



















Data is one of the most important 
resources of our time and we are an 

equalizing force



Important 
remaining 
struggles

Help, pretty please?

Data curation and maintenance -> 

better tools and community growth

Ensuring data quality -> references 

and more

Data reusability

Analysis of the data for blind spots 

and biases

Large scale consistency



What’s next for 
Wikidata?

ArticlePlaceholder

Automated list generation

Better connection in the linked open 

data web

Support for multimedia meta data 

(Wikimedia Commons)

Support for lexicographical data 

(Wiktionary)



Find more maps showing coverage of individual Wikipedias at 
https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en
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